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Abstract:
The global outbreak of COVID-19 has created an unprecedented challenge to the society. America, Europe and India were catastrophic sufferers from this virus next to China. They had highest number of daily morbidity and mortality in the global context. Bangladesh is facing terrible experiences of dealing with this pandemic and making a tremendous turmoil in health and economic sector. Our healthcare system is overburdened with critically ill patients. Disability arising out of neurological, pulmonary, neuromuscular, and cognitive complications, need to be addressed by rehabilitation professionals. Many patients presenting with COVID-19 will have no specific airway clearance needs. There have been no reports of COVID-19 positive patients having high secretion loads that would require intensive chest physiotherapy or postural drainage. In Bangladesh in ICU settings physiatrist or physiotherapists are not directly involved in respiratory care management. In mild to moderate cases advice about a post-acute care breathing exercises, other musculoskeletal exercises, bed positioning and pressure sore care are helpful. In Bangladesh medical care facilities are not adequate in corona care hospitals especially in peripheral medical college or hospital. Many patients are dying of shortage in oxygen supplies and lack of availability of ICU. Post discharged plans of comprehensive rehabilitation are grossly neglected in discharged certificate. Our national guidelines on corona management do not have any instructions on rehabilitation management at any point. The objectives of this fast review article on corona pandemic are to highlight the global scenario and our limitations in the rehabilitation management of COVID-19 patients particularly post discharged patients and patients with long COVID complications.
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Introduction:
The panic of corona pandemic has shaken the world even the developed countries so strongly that health systems of most of the countries were not prepared to accommodate the needs. Bangladesh a low resource country in south Asia is facing acute shortage of supplies, hospital beds and ICU’s.

COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019) is caused by SARS-CoV-2, a newly emergent coronavirus, which was first recognized in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. This is a betacoronavirus closely linked to the SARS virus founding on genetic sequencing. About 40% of patients developed mild symptoms, another 40% suffers moderately. 15% may need ICU or ventilation. Only have 5% have critical conditions with complications likerespiratory failure, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), sepsis and septic shock, thromboembolism, and/or multi-organ failure, including acute kidney injury and cardiac injury.

Over 200 countries in the world are facing this coronavirus pandemic crisis and created a panic as well as a unique challenge to the society. Global leaders realized with exigency the negligence in the health and health care delivery services in the past. Though China is the first affected country of this deadly virus has successfully controlled the transmission and death. Italy, UK, Spain and France were next sufferers with high death rate but effectively tamed the tenacious tenure. At present the United States, Brazil Mexico and India have highest positive case and deaths in the world. Conditions arising out of neurological, pulmonary, neuromuscular, and cognitive complications can be successfully approached by rehabilitation professionals and they can improve the quality of life of sufferers. Clinicians across the nation’s rehabilitation system of
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developed countries have already begun working to initiate intensive care unit–based rehabilitation care and develop programs, settings, and specialized care to meet the short- and long-term needs of these individuals.  

Rehabilitation concern of Europe

Covid-19 has shown a bright light on the impressive work of National Health Services intensive care units (ICUs) around the UK. Now, as the first patients who have had the new virus and spent days ventilated in ICUs are discharged, the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy in UK predicts a “tsunami of rehabilitation needs.” Already there are question marks about whether appropriate rehabilitation—physical, cognitive, and psychological could be made available for the huge numbers of patients who will need to deal with the enormous impact of a stay in critical care.  

Highlighting rehabilitation needs

National guidelines on clinical management of coronavirus Disease2021(COVID), published on 18th May 2020 neither have any instructions on rehabilitation management of corona affected patients nor a 28 member list of contributors to prepare the guidelines include rehabilitation specialist.  

Caring for critically ill COVID 19 patients: quick guide for ICU care does not contain any discussion on rehabilitation need. We did not find any information or statistics on rehabilitation activities of COVID-19 patients from any corona dedicated hospitals during preparation of this manuscript.  

Identification of the presence of impairments related to physical function, respiratory function, cognition, nutrition, communication, swallow, activities of daily living and psychosocial needs (or any other impairment) is essential to formulate the rehabilitation plan.  

Person’s individual situation, including pre-admission status, social support, home environment and access to rehabilitation should be considered first. Emphasis should be given to older people, those with disability and those with comorbidities, who may have more complex requirements. Family members and caregivers should be involved in the assessment and decision-making regarding rehabilitation and discharge planning.  

Patients with severe COVID-19 require hospitalization and oxygen support. Those whose illness may be complicated by acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), sepsis and septic shock, or multi-organ failure, including kidney, liver and cardiac injury will typically require invasive mechanical ventilation in the ICU. Mechanical ventilation, coupled with sedation and/or paralysis, as well as potentially prolonged bed rest and immobilization, can have many detrimental musculoskeletal effects including reduced muscle strength and physical function. Other effects may include impairments in respiratory function, cognitive status, swallow, and communication, as well as symptoms of delirium. In the long-term, the multifaceted aspects of post intensive care syndrome, which can persist for many months or years after discharge, may also manifest in reduced exercise capacity, impaired activities of daily living, and health-related quality of life. Patients with severe COVID-19 who do not receive invasive mechanical ventilation, for non-availability of ICU or where illness severity does not warrant this, may also experience some degree of impaired physical and respiratory function, as well as psychosocial challenges, as a result of the illness and hospitalization. The rehabilitation needs associated with severe COVID-19 may be amplified by underlying morbidity and comorbidity. Pandemic-related prolonged containment measures can also exacerbate many of these problems for patients who are recovering from COVID-19 illness. The overall schedules of rehabilitation services are enormous in all stages of COVID 19 management. Rehabilitation must be recognized as an essential component of COVID-19 management which requires a planned accommodative working environment in the altered situation within the health care system.  

Interventions in severe cases

When the patients with severe COVID-19 are receiving ventilator support, rehabilitation professionals can strongly support the acute respiratory care management, and the maintenance and improvement of functioning to facilitate early recovery. Specialized rehabilitation professionals can provide interventions that assist in improving oxygenation, airway secretion clearance, and ventilation weaning. They can also play a role in promoting nutrition and prevention of aspiration pneumonia, especially post-intubation or in patients with
a tracheostomy. When the patients have returned to a hospital ward or step-down facility or for patients where illness severity did not warrant admission to an intensive care unit, rehabilitation interventions may focus on addressing ongoing impairments in mobility, respiratory function, cognition, swallow and nutrition, and communication. Interventions during this period further promote independence with activities of daily living, and provide psychosocial support. Rehabilitation professionals also contribute significantly to discharge preparation and planning, which can be particularly complex for older patients and those with comorbidities. When discharged after prolonged hospital stay rehabilitation professionals can provide graded exercise, education on energy conservation, behavior modification, home modification. They can provide assistive products, as well as rehabilitation for any specific individual impairment. During the long-term recovery of severe COVID-19 illness, patients may benefit from pulmonary rehabilitative interventions, which target physical and respiratory impairments. These may include a combination of exercise, education, activity of daily living, and psychosocial support. In the context of pandemic related constraints like physical distancing, limited human resources, limited public transport and infection risks tele-health is likely to be helpful following discharge. This could be extended to include remote exercise (e.g. “virtual group” education and exercise) and peer-to-peer support from COVID-19 patients who have received the appropriate training. Community based rehabilitations are often more practical to deliver longer-term care.

Need of chest physiotherapy

Clinically moderate to severe cases of COVID-19 patients present with fever, dry cough and respiratory distress as preliminary symptoms. COVID-19 hospitalized patients are presenting with pneumonia features and bilateral patchy shadows or ground-glass opacity in the lungs found in HRCT. Though present with pneumonia features COVID-19 positive patients do not have high secretion loads that would require postural drainage. Some therapeutic interventions like postural drainage or pursed lip breathing during acute illness should be contraindicated. There may be patients with existing respiratory conditions who require personalized physiotherapy treatments which may include mechanical airway clearance. In this scenario, it is important that the risk and benefit of continuing with the regime are discussed with consultant respiratory clinicians/critical care consultants.

Chest physiotherapy like postural drainage may be indicated if patients with COVID-19 present with airway secretions that they are unable to clear independently. Interventions should be based on clinical indicators, and may also be utilized in high risk individuals e.g. patients with existing comorbidities that may be associated with hyper secretion or ineffective cough. Physical interventions are unlikely to be beneficial in the acute stages. Physiotherapists will have a role in the rehabilitation of COVID-19 patients who have not returned to their functional baseline once they are no longer acutely unwell.

When to start rehabilitation management

Early mobilization with a focus on returning to functional activities reduces the length of hospital stay and minimizes functional decline. So early mobilization can help the patient to leave the ICU, and potentially have better long-term outcomes. This phase of management should incorporate a multi-disciplinary approach including measures to prevent avoidable physical and non-physical morbidity, support adequate nutrition and an individualized, structured rehabilitation program. During convalescence patients need passive, active assisted, active, or resisted joint range of motion exercises to maintain or improve joint integrity and range of motion and muscle strength; Physiotherapists can play a key role in the prevention of a range of complications including ventilator-associated pneumonias, secondary infections, contractures or pressure sores. Common modalities often used by respiratory physiotherapists may be contraindicated in the acute phase as they may further compromise the increased work of breathing.

Positioning of the patient

Mechanically ventilated COVID-19 patient need positioning as important procedure with regular turning to prevent atelectasis, optimize ventilation and prevent pressure sores. Positioning can include lateral (side lying) positioning but may also include prone positioning, which is well recognized to treat hypoxemic respiratory failure. Prone ventilation is ventilation that is delivered with the patient lying in the prone position prone ventilation. This may improve gas exchanges,
and improves oxygenation as well as outcome in the majority of patients with ARDS. Hypoxia associated with COVID-19 is better improved with prone ventilation. Physical and rehabilitation medicine (PRM) have important role in rehabilitation of patients in the immediate post-acute phase of COVID-19. Following the acute phase of the pandemic there will be a surge in need for rehabilitation, including mobilization. The increased need for PRM efforts will last for months, if not years, including rehabilitation of secondary disorders, including post intensive care syndrome.

Conclusion: Intervention of patients with COVID-19 disease should be very specific and individualized. Critical patients have coagulopathy, atelectasis, sepsis and inflammatory cascades as cardinal manifestations which do not need any chest physiotherapy rather carry a high risk of aerosol transmission. Patients will be particularly benefitted by physiotherapy during convalescence when breathing exercise, passive and active exercise of musculoskeletal systems will help early step down to ward from ICU thus reducing the length of hospital stay. The COVID-19 outbreak and its impact on health systems mean that health planners need to make decisions on the extent to which rehabilitation services continue to operate and how rehabilitation service continuity can be maximized. Our health care delivery system must develop capacity building of rehabilitation health workforce as well as infrastructure so that we can meet the crisis in a situation like coronavirus pandemic. Ironically our healthcare delivery system do not have priority in rehabilitation services even in this corona pandemic crisis when WHO have clear guidelines on rehabilitation management of COVID-19 patients. We expect a rehabilitation management inclusive national guidelines for corona dedicated hospitals in Bangladesh. We should arrange short training course for rehabilitation specialist so that they can address the post corona complication properly. The potential research areas should be based on management of long COVID complications. The future research should focus on facing the newer variants of corona virus especially rehabilitation perspectives of long COVID complications.
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